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Petroleum Titles

Transform Margins: Development, Controls and Petroleum Systems
EDITED BY M. NEMČOK, S. RYBÁR, S.T. SINHA, S.A. HERMESTON AND L. LEDVĚŇOVÁ

This volume covers the linkage between new transform margin research and increasing transform margin exploration. It offers a critical set of predictive tools via an understanding of the mechanisms involved in the development of play concept elements at transform margins.

PRODUCT CODE: SP431
LIST PRICE: £120.00
FELLOWS PRICE: £60.00
OTHER SOCIETIES PRICE: £72.00
ISBN: 978-1-86239-744-6
HARDBACK 385 PAGES

A Revised Correlation of Tertiary Rocks in the British Isles and Adjacent Areas of NW Europe
BY C. KING, EDITED BY A.S. GALE & T.L. BARRY

This Special Report comprehensively describes the stratigraphy and correlation of the Tertiary (Paleogene–Neogene) rocks of NW Europe and the adjacent Atlantic Ocean and is the summation of fifty years of research on Tertiary sediments by Chris King.

PRODUCT CODE: SR027
LIST PRICE: £120.00
FELLOWS PRICE: £60.00
OTHER SOCIETIES PRICE: £72.00
ISBN: 978-1-86239-728-6
PAPERBACK 724 PAGES

Tertiary Deep-Marine Reservoirs of the North Sea Region

Industrial Structural Geology: Principles, Techniques and Integration

Sedimentary Basins and Crustal Processes at Continental Margins: From Modern Hyper-extended Margins to Deformed Ancient Analogues

Order Online: www.geolsoc.org.uk/bookshop
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